
 

 
 

                                                                                     
MEETING AGENDA 

Wednesday, January 26th, 2022 
10:00am-12:00pm  
Join Zoom Meeting 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85601665659?pwd=d3pZUS9EQlFyazRUQ2g1RGpSTjViUT09 

 
Meeting ID: 856 0166 5659 
Passcode: 813894 
One tap mobile 
+12532158782,,85601665659# US (Tacoma) 
 
Dial by your location 
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma) 
  
Attendance:  Anne Marie Jehle (King County Metro), Barbara Strong-Nelson (Pierce Transit, Special Events 
Coordinator, EOC Manager), Betsy Maxwell (City of Kirkland), Brock Howell (Snotrac), Chris Bekkouri (Bethany 
Silverlake Everett), Deborah Witmer (Seattle Human Services), Francisco Avalos (Lyft), Ivan Tudela (Pierce 
County Emergency Management), Jean Kim (PSRC), Jeremy Trenhaile (King County Metro), Jim House (CIEP), 
Marianne Seifert (TPCHD), Mike Dee (Lake Forest Park Citizens Commission), Pat Kenney (American Red 
Cross), Paul Tan (KCRHA), Tyler Verda (Snohomish County Human Services), Jenn Halverson Kuehn (TPCHD), Jill 
Watson (City of Seattle), Jon Morrison Winters(Aging and Disability Services), Bebhinn Gilbert (KCMC), Ausha 
Potts (Pierce Transit), Staci Sahoo (Hopelink Mobility Management), Alexis Mercedes Rinck (KCHRA), Belina 
Van (Catholic Community Services) 
 
Staff: Bree Boyce, Dean Sydnor, Heather Clark  
 
 
10:00 – 10:15 AM   Welcome, Introductions, & Announcements 
 

The meeting began with the customary call for announcements from partners, these would be as follows: 

• Announcements 
o Dean shared that RARET is still working through filling a few Steering Committee positions 

namely the healthcare related position. If folks have any suggestions for this position, please 
contact Dean at DSydnor@hopelink.org. 

o Dean also noted that the Update & Announcement emails will transition to monthly 
newsletters with situational awareness emails sent as needed. 

o Jim House shared that he and Karen Philo-House will be presenting a gesture training workshop 
at the CTANW ADA Summit next month 

o Cliff Perry shared about open positions they have at Northshore Senior Center. Anyone 
interested can reach out to cliffp@mynorthshore.org.  

o Bebhinn invited folks to the March Access to Work and School roundtable where they’ll be 
discussing equitable practices in Transportation Demand Management Outreach with a 
presentation from the Port of Seattle. This event will be on March 8th, view the flyer here and 
registration here.  
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o Jean shared that PSRC has released the draft Regional Transportation Plan and are now seeking 
public comment through February 28th and there are several opportunities to provide feedback 
on this as the plan moves to adoption in May 2022. There will be 3 public webinars with Q&A 
session. Here is the link for more information: https://engage.psrc.org/welcome-rtp  

o Ausha added in chat: Information Sharing:   CTANW and ADA Conference Transportation 
Summit March 9-11, 2022    https://www.ctanw.org/ctanwsummit  

o Pierce Transit is doing a 15-month Stream System Expansion Study to identify what corridor will 
be the next Stream Bus Rapid Transit line   
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsses.mysocialpinpoint.co
m%2Fstream_brt_expansionstudy2022&data=04%7C01%7Capotts%40piercetransit.org%7C540
a04392b5c4b58c3d308d9e05d466d%7C94b67db3ecdd4f21878022ac5a51f26f%7C0%7C0%7C6
37787513474254138%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luM
zIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=FQYhZr21FQ7SCYIjmg%2Bv7F8Z%2BZ%
2FnWXPDTnz3Fntcx7M%3D&reserved=0  

 
10:15 – 10:25 AM  COVID Updates 
 

Dean would provide a handful of COVID updates before diving into the larger topics of the meeting. 
This would include three items: 

o A call to action from Public Health Seattle & King County: 
https://publichealthinsider.com/2022/01/24/king-county-hospitals-issue-urgent-call-to-action-
we-need-your-help/ 

o The DOH launching an at-home portal to order free COVID-19 testing kits: 
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Newsroom/Articles/ID/3062/State-launches-at-home-rapid-COVID-
19-test-portal 

o And the DOH announcing further updates to their data dashboard: 
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Newsroom/Articles/ID/3066/Department-of-Health-to-make-
significant-changes-to-COVID-19-data-dashboard 

In addition to this, Marianna Seifert, from Tacoma Pierce County Health Department would also 
contribute a few items: 

o Marianne added in the chat: https://www.tpchd.org/Home/Components/Blog/Blog/32327/333  
o And page with links to testing options: https://www.tpchd.org/healthy-people/diseases/covid-

19/testing-information  
o To sign up for TPCHD updates go to www.tpchd.org/notify and select “Reliable Source Blog”  

• Mike Dee expressed concern about request that providers shelter people in place that are experiencing 
COVID because that can mean they get sicker and end up in hospitals so it’s important to be able to 
access pre-care.  

 

10:25 – 11:25AM  Extreme Winter Weather Debrief Roundtable 
 
This section began with Dean explaining the format and presenting some optional talking points. The first 
partner to volunteer their perspective would be Ivan Tudela from the Pierce County Office of Emergency 
Management.  
 
Ivan – Pierce County Emergency Management 

 
As the access and functional needs coordinator Ivan is often activated in the EOC. Their office was tracking 

the weather and started having conversation around Dec 22nd followed by official activation on Dec 26th. 
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Emergency management continuously liaised with the local Pierce County Homelessness Coalition which gave 
the office access to excellent partners and subject matter experts. One of their biggest concerns were cold 
temps and folks experience homeless. Steps to mitigate this would be two 24 hour warming sites in addition 
to the coalition’s warming shelters. All these warming sites were updated on the coalition’s website and 
regularly promoted there. Also the EOC would conduct an ad-hoc blanket drive with county partners and had 
outreach workers handing out blankets to folks who weren’t in a warming center/shelter. This would result in 
the handing out over 800 blankets. Their work would also include standing up 3 warming tent sites that had 
cots for folks to stay overnight which was staffed with a site manager. These tents were position just outside 
an encampments to serve folks who did not want to leave their encampments and possessions. Additionally 
gave out water as they learned cold weather often leads to dehydration. Also provided plastic bags for folks to 
transfer their belongings. Ivan is proud of this response and believes it called more attention to the need of 
emergency managers to partner with and address the needs of unsheltered community members. Despite this 
positive outlook emergency management in the county is always looking to learn and improve for the next 
event. Lastly Ivan would shout out the free rides to warming shelters provided by Pierce Transit and the 
communication of these resources via  RARET network contacts.  
 
Q&A: 
  

• Paul – were working on standing up different responses for communities as well. What did you learn 
about the encampment response? 

o Ivan: This is community where one must have a pre-existing relationship and trust. Emergency 
management leaned heavily on partnerships because of this. One thing that was learned is that 
there’s a lack of awareness in sheltered community as to why adverse weather is such a 
concern, therefore trust is needed to share resources. 

• Mike - wondering about more info on warming tents and how you were responding to folks in cars. 
Additionally are you seeing a trend of EM job openings? 

o Dealing with staff shortages in general so staff is stretched thin but still proud of their response. 
Due to holidays some staff weren’t even in town.  

o Alexis added they are seeing EM vacancies across King County as well. 
 
If you have additional questions you can contact Ivan Tudela at ivan.tudela@piercecountywa.gov  
Keeping with the theme of Pierce County’s response, the next perspective would come courtesy of Barbara 
Strong-Nelson of Pierce Transit.  
 
Barbara – Pierce Transit  
 
Barbara noted that Pierce Transit received a lot of calls via the operators to the comm center of people 
looking for warming shelters. Warming shelters were great to have and the knowledge of where they’re at 
enabled passengers to those shelters. Pierce Transit offered free rides to warming shelters and had a warming 
bus operating to keep folks out of cold.  

 
Q&A: 

• Mike – what does it take to stand up a warming bus? 
o Barbara: An operator! Had some instructors come in that are not officially operators but could 

drive them and stage the buses. Moved operations up to Yakima Ave which is up the hill from 
where they normally would which unfortunately took away covered shelter to get out of the 
elements but had to make this adjustment due to the snow. Staging the warming bus allowed 
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people to get out of the elements while they waited for a bus transport bus running on the 
snow route. 
 

Looking to other non-King County perspectives, the next speaker would be Tyler Verda to speak on the 
response in Snohomish County. 
 
Tyler – Snohomish County Human Services 
 

Tyler explained that Snohomish has 6 cold weather shelters throughout the county. Locations are 
predominantly hosted by local churches and human service providers staff the locations with a combo of paid 
staff and volunteer. During this event, Everett Transit and Community Transit both provided free rides for folks 
getting to or from shelters, which was enormously helpful. These transportation partners were key as these 
shelters often have other uses during the day so it was helpful to be able to transport folks to a library or other 
warming centers open during the day. Some COVID precautions were taken this year, all shelters received 
portable HEPA filters, test kits, partnership with health district to refer folks to quarantine site. Tyler made a 
shout out to shelter workers and community members stepping up to meet critical needs.  

Human Services has a partnership with the Snohomish Health District and emergency management to 
host a hub where every day they list what cold weather shelters are open or closed: https://snohomish-
county-public-safety-hub-snoco-gis.hub.arcgis.com/pages/cold-weather-shelters.  
Feedback from law enforcement and emergency management is that this page being updated daily is really 
helpful. 
 
Q&A: 

• Mike – what do you have for someone who shows up to a shelter that’s now closed? 
o Tyler: Have year-round homeless shelters that are open to folks whether or not it’s cold but 

cold weather shelters are only open when forecasted temp is at our below 34 degrees.  
o Tyler also added in chat: There is currently a bill under consideration that would help fund this 

work. House Bill 1620 would direct the Washington State Dept. of Military to develop and 
implement an extreme weather response grant program for the purpose of assisting local 
jurisdictions with the costs of responding to community needs during periods of extremely hot 
or cold weather. 

▪ https://app.leg.wa.gov/billsummary?BillNumber=1620&Initiative=false&Year=2021  
Questions can be directed to Tyler at tyler.verda@snoco.org. After this we would see the next speaker come 
from a regional perspective as Francisco Avalos from Lyft would speak of their experience in the storm. 
 
Francisco Avalos – Lyft 

 
Francisco explained that he works on team with Gracie, who has worked along with regional partners 

like Hopelink on transportation needs. He is here to answer questions or hear form partners what’s helpful 
and how Lyft can engage going forward. Lyft is really intentional with purpose of ensuring access to 
transportation and safe roads for drivers. Francisco explained that what typically happens if Lyft team flags 
when a natural disaster is coming, or a state of emergency is announced, and then start making plans and 
communications on how Lyft will respond. There are many internal conversations around this and they want 
to help ensure roads are safe and that there are enough drivers on the road to meet the needs of community, 
especially if they’re going to engage in an emergency response. Typically, Lyft provides codes for folks to get to 
shelters. Usually, they work directly with shelters for this rather than with nonprofits. If they do partner with 
nonprofits, it’s usually more national like United Way or 211. This is how they typically approach disaster relief 
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locally and at a national level. Francisco also noted that how many drivers are on the road impacts pricing and 
availability  
 
Q&A: 

• Mike – codes for non-profits, are they free rides? And do you have anything that helps with price 
gouging? 

o Francisco: Lyft does not donate rides, rather they provide ride credits which is essentially the 
same as a gift card with money to go towards the ride. This is typically a list of codes for 
example if the trip is estimated to be $75 and if you have $25 codes you could give them 3 
codes to cover the full cost. 

o Francisco: How pricing works – when there’s a state of emergency or natural disaster there’s an 
internal rapid response team that determines how to best respond to a community. There are 
caps on pricing. Outside of this response the market is subject to surge pricing – when there’s a 
large demand of rides and not enough drivers this surge pricing incentivizes drivers to go to the 
high demand areas to meet needs 

• Alexis – KCHRA is really grateful for Lyft’s partnership with severe weather events and would like to 
continue to foster this. KCHRA had access to some codes but they had challenges meeting need with 
surge pricing so would love to chat about how they could partner together to help solve this. 

 
Francisco encouraged partners to reach out to their disaster relief team at  emergencyresponse@lyft.com, 
and his contact information is favalos@lyft.com. After him the discussion would shift focus to King County, 
beginning with King County Metro Access. 
 
Anne Marie Jehle & Jeremy Trenhaile – King County Metro Access 

 
Anne Marie began with noting that Access is becoming more proactive in informing dialysis centers 

about life sustaining medical trips as opposed to direct communication with riders – this way they can work 
with providers to meet needs. With this in mind, one goal looking forward is that Access would like to develop 
automated trip sharing with Hopelink. They would also like dialysis center to know when they shift to 
emergency riders or special rider requests when it would be more than just access riders. Advanced booking 
would be available for emergency riders when weather forecasts are made for an emergency. Jeremy added 
they went to snow routes on December 26th and then following day went to emergency network through Jan 
2nd. This was a pretty long period making this event a bit unique. Access went to life sustaining only with ESN 
with a lot of collab with providers and within Metro. One thing beneficial about RARET is having created an 
additional channel for some agencies to make requests for emergency transit services. Will want to continue 
to refine this process of official vs. unofficial channel. Anecdotally, from serving shifts in operation center – 
there appeared to be a need for snow plowing on side streets. Arterials were clear but side streets didn’t get 
regular plowing. There’s opportunity to improve processes in clearing side streets and increasing these 
collaborations.  
 
Q&A: 
 

• Staci – gratitude to folks on collabs and proactively reaching out before the snow hit and really 
appreciate Lyft and Access’ support. Noted plans like the Winter Weather Critical Medical 
Transportation document and the need to move into spaces of developing similar plans for shelters for 
example. Excited to get more plans documented in plans and then test and evaluate those plans.  
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Questions can be directed to Anne Marie or Jeremy Trenhaile at AnneMarie.Jehle@kingcounty.gov or 
Jeremy.Trenhaile@kingcounty.gov. Sticking with King County, the next perspective would be from the new 
RARET partner, Alexis Rinck from the King County Regional Homelessness Authority. 
 
Alexis Rinck – King County Regional Homelessness Authority 
 
 Alexis is here representing the KCRHA, a brand-new org consolidating the response systems of Seattle 
and King Counties. She mentioned that with the organization being brand new, they only managed the snow 
as well as they did with great help from regional partnerships. RARET partners who do not already have a 
working relationship with the KCRHA are encouraged to reach out and establish one. Alexis would provide a 
presentation on KCRHA’s winter perspective with a particular focus on East, South, and North King County. 
The presentation would include a color-coded map of existing emergency shelters, existing shelters with 
expanded capacity, severe weather shelters, warming centers, public spaces that function as warming centers 
such as KCLS, city halls, and community centers. This would cover: 

▪ Seattle – 6 sites 
▪ SKC – 12 sites 
▪ EKC – 7 sites, 2 safe parking programs using hotel vouchers 
▪ NKC – 3 sites 
▪ Sno Valley – 1 site  

In total, there were 27 sites operating outside Seattle being facilitated by 19 operators. When fully 
activated over 900 units available including rooms/beds. Added severe weather shelter capacity was over 260 
additional units. One Data limitation is hotel numbers – ex. Law enforcement handing out hotel vouchers and 
not able to fully track those right now. Diving into the timeline, most shelters started opening and expanding 
capacity a few days before the snow, this would be 21 sites. Between 12/26 and 12/29, 27 sites were 
operating and 6 SWS sites and expansions were activated. Between 12/30 and 1/1 there was a slow 
deactivation with 22 sites operating on final day. Alexis noted that South King County was slower to activate. 
Alexis would show a graph of available units vs. occupancy, with the highlight of about 80% utilization rate of 
units. Touching next on support throughout event, KCRHA convened daily calls to coordinate with city 
partners, providers, faith-based partners, transportation partners, PH, etc. Additionally, they provided support 
for new sites, activation of food access and justice networks, and delivery of materials. 

Reviewing challenges faced, Alexis mentioned transportation as an obvious one, but appreciated the 
efforts of partners like Access supporting with the capacity they had available. Food/meal access was another 
challenge, many shelters rely on community cooked meals so when severe weather happens those meals are 
often unable to get to the shelters. In the future it would be good to make sure we have more ready to go 
frozen meals. The fact this occurred on a holiday weekend resulted in limited available indoor day spaces. 
Other challenges included staffing shortages as well as COVID exposure and needs around testing. Next steps 
include debriefing during sub-regional sessions, taking steps to improve communication, coordination, and 
planning with PHSKC and KC Metro and other transportation providers, and city EM offices, and also re-
connecting with activated sites to confirm their participation. 
 
Q&A: 
 

• Mike – it was pretty confusing around that time what regional homelessness authority and city of 
Seattle was doing and didn’t seem there was a lot of coordination or advanced planning going on 
leading to a lot of last minute things happening. Asked RARET for support to get cots delivered. 
Wondering if this is something we can improve in the future? 
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o Alexis: Yes, definitely thanks Mike – there was some disconnect with city of Seattle that can be 
improved. Added in chat list of sites: https://kcrha.org/2021/12/22/cold-weather-shelter-dec-
25-29/ 

• Tyler – adding 600+ beds is amazing! What is the criteria for opening your severe weather shelters and 
what time period? 

o Alexis: Each shelter has a different set of criteria as they’re managed by different groups. 
Generally, across the board in KC they are activated when it’s been 12-24 hours of temps below 
freezing or forecasted for this OR 2 inches of snow on the ground. Acknowledged that folks can 
start dying at much higher temperatures due to exposure, so we need to work on this and have 
a tiered activation response so we’re not scrambling in the future.  

• Mike – NKC Coalition on Homelessness has been a closed meeting, could that be made open? 
o Alexis: Great question – inviting Mike to chat with that group together with her about this 

 
Alexis can be contacted at alexis.rinck@KCRHA.org for further questions or to initiate a connection with 
KCRHA. Next Dean would turn to Mike Dee for his local perspective on the crisis. 
 
Mike Dee – Lake Forest Park Citizen’s Commission 
 

Mike noted this was his 3rd year supporting winter weather shelters. In Shoreline the shelter is 
seasonal and opens from roughly Nov-March. Would like to see others follow a similar approach and 
partnering with city halls and libraries. COVID mandates affected who could attend or support shelters – he 
used example of not being vaccinated so not being able to volunteer the way he wanted to or normally would. 
There were plenty of opportunities to plan stuff ahead of time, he attended multiple meetings where EM 
wasn’t in attendance – feeling like much more pre-planning could have happened especially with the event 
falling on the weekend/holidays. Mike noted that as he could not assist at the shelters in person, he spent 
time going around trying to find people for shelters. Mike noted that vacation schedules impacted normal 
outreach strategies and concerns not enough folks knew about shelters – a lot more outreach needs to 
happen going forward. Hotel housing vouchers were great for folks who couldn’t go to a shelter for a variety 
of reasons. 
 
Q&A: 

• Jeremy noted that this is an opportunity for everyone to revisit emergency plans and keep in mind an 
emergency that last 1-2 days is very different from one that lasts a week or more. Need to examine if 
those emergency plans work for longer-term emergencies 

o Staci added - Great point Jeremy. I think food access is becoming a bigger issue given the longer 
duration of the events. 

• Brock added in chat - Green Lake Park was swept just days before Christmas.  We've gotta do a better 
job of timing these actions, and outreach. 

 
Mike Dee can be reached at lfpcitizenscommission@gmail.com. The final perspective given would be from Jill 
Watson, the Emergency Management Strategic Advisor with Seattle Human Services. 
 
Jill Watson – Seattle Human Services  
 

Jill in chat: Seattle Human Services blog post summarizing severe weather shelter response 
https://humaninterests.seattle.gov/2022/01/05/recap-hsd-and-partners-facilitated-2116-overnight-stays-at-
severe-weather-shelters-during-record-breaking-cold-snow/  
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Jill began by explaining the city opened 3 shelters and that the KCRHA was instrumental in setting 
these up. Seattle severe weather shelter and general homeless contracts were scheduled to shift over to 
authority on Jan 1, so prep was done in advance for this between various partners and provided training and 
exercises. They opened the first shelters Dec 25th and continued to operate them through Jan 3rd for 
continuity. It was nice to work side by side with the authority on this and hear their thoughts on how to 
strengthen responses. 

There were some transportation challenges and attempts were made to synch up hours of operation 
with warming shelters and overnight shelters. There was a need to figure out transportation between these 
various shelters. Seattle Human Services was contacted about transporting someone in a wheelchair to a 
shelter. It was like a grid and trying to figure out where all the transportation pieces needed to be set up in 
addition to figuring out outreach as well. Regular weekdays, evenings, holidays, evenings, vacation, COVID – all 
presented a unique set of needs/challenges and different solutions. One example of a challenge faced was 
that Human Services had everything set up to transport a bunch of folks with accessibility needs with Access 
and by the time they were ready to transport they were told Access could no longer had capacity. Lyft ended 
up helping in this situation, but surge pricing was noticeable.  

Human Services was building out plans with work groups on the fly, in the future they want to instead 
develop a comprehensive plan that takes all these aspects into play. There’s a heavy cross over with regular 
disasters and regular populations so need to build out plans to meet those demographics as well and better 
understand different options for different groups of folks. Jill also noted the need to work with realism, there’s 
been multiple situations over the years where Access couldn’t respond due to needing to focus on medical 
trips. In the future we need to get clarity on who can support with what. People are going to go where they’re 
used to going and with trusted people so not necessarily super willing to participate in new programs on the 
fly. 
 
Q&A:  
 

▪ Jeremy: clarified how Metro usually responds – usually starts with snow routes where determinations 
are based on road conditions. If they can’t meet services, then they move to more contractual 
emergency snow network. Try to share this info on a daily basis through different communication 
channels since these determinations are made on a daily basis. Opp with RARET to map out plans 
better 

▪ Alexis: Big thanks to Jill and her team for also training KCRHA staff on emergency management 
strategies last week. Looking forward to clarifying roles, relationships and protocols across agencies 
moving forward. Maybe we could follow up on progress regarding this topic at an upcoming RARET 
meeting? 

 
Jill can be contacted at: jill.watson@seattle.gov.  
 
Additional items from Chat:  

• Jenn added in chat: City of Tacoma has opened up a Vision Zero Survey they would 
really like people who travel through Tacoma to take: 
https://www.cityoftacoma.org/cms/one.aspx?pageId=190027  

• Jeremy added in chat - Metro's text alert system for communicating service changes 

• https://kingcounty.gov/depts/transportation/metro/alerts-updates.aspx  
 

11:25 – 11:40 AM  Transportation Provider Network 
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This section was covered quickly as the previous topic went well over its allotted time due to the quality 
conversation. Dean noted that the launch event for the network will be coming soon and parties interested in 
joining the planning committee for this event should reach out to DSydnor@hopelink.org. Additional points 
covered included: 

• Name change will happen to avoid confusion with Trusted Provider Network  

• Brock noted in chat that list of example emergencies TPN would support should also explicitly call out 
pandemics, heat, cold weather, landslides 

 

11:40 – 11:55 AM  2021 Achievements  
 
Consult the attached achievements document for details. 

 
11:55 AM – 12:00 PM Next Steps  
 

• Dean to hold vote on new TPN name at next steering committee meeting 

• Partners to reach out to Dean with candidates for open steering committee positions (King, Pierce, 
Healthcare, and Disability Advocate)  

• Dean to send ‘save the date flyer’ for TPN launch event when available 
 

Next Meeting: Wednesday, March 23rd from 10:00am-12:00pm via Zoom 

Regional Alliance for Resilient and Equitable Transportation (RARET) Workgroup Contact: 
Dean Sydnor, RARET Coordinator 

DSydnor@hopelink.org 

(425) 429-5995 
 

Bree Boyce, Program Manager  

BBoyce@hopelink.org  

(425) 943-6751 

 
 
 
 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Information 
This material can be made available in an alternate format by emailing the Mobility Management Team at mobility@hopelink.org or by 
calling (425) 943-6760.  
 
Title VI Notice to Public  
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color and national origin in programs and activities 
receiving Federal financial assistance. Hopelink is committed to ensuring that no person is excluded from participation in, or denied the 
benefits of its transit services on the basis of race, color, or national origin, as protected by Title VI in Federal Transit Administration 
(FTA) Circular 4702.1.B  If you believe you have been subjected to discrimination under Title VI, you may file a complaint with 
Hopelink’s Title VI Coordinator. For additional information regarding Title VI complaint procedures and/or information regarding our 
non-discrimination obligations, please contact Hopelink’s Title VI Coordinator at (425) 869-6000 or TitleVI@hopelink.org.  
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